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HFi - Holder Finance




A highly scarce, community centric value retention token that resides on the Ethereum DeFi network
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Round 3 of the HFi Private Sale will start soon







Total minted HFI on Round 2

{{returnMintedHFI()}} of 20 HFI

you can buy a maximum of {{returnLeftHfi()}} HFI

HFi total supply {{hfiTotalSupply}} 







To see the progress of the Private Sale you must connect your wallet





























About HFi

	HFi aims to become the best store of value token in DeFi: Multi rewards for HFi tokens holders
	HFi has a very high scarcity: Release of the total supply over 10 years
	Very low supply: A fixed 1,000 HFi tokens total supply
	Main product built on top of the HFi ecosystem: HolderSwap (HFS), a Decentralized & innovative plugin platform to trade on Uniswap GAS FREE
















HFi Tokenomics
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Total supply: 1,000 HFi









Private Sale


HFi early adopters have multiple rewards participating to the HFi's private sale:

	Getting bonuses in the HFi Genesis Mining campaign.
	Getting a 24h premium access to any new created Liquidity Pool in HolderSwap.
	Being invited to join a premium group on Telegram.
	Benefiting from the best rate in the HFS's LGE coming live in January
	Earning monthly rewards in HFS tokens directly in their wallet just by holding HFi tokens.



	Rounds	HFi Unit Price	Minimum Buy-In & HFi distribution's cap
	1	4,000 USDC	0.5 HFi (2,000 USDC) - 30 HFi
	2	6,000 USDC	0.0001666 HFi (1 USDC) - 20 HFi
	3	7,500 USDC	0.0001333 HFi (1 USDC) - 12 HFi
	4	9,000 USDC	0.0001111 HFi (1 USDC) - 10 HFi












HFS - HolderSwap


HFi builds a decentralized & innovative plugin platform to trade on Uniswap GAS FREE and with more features:

	A decentralized OTC Desk
	HolderLimit protocol
	Dynamic trading fee adjustment
	Liquidity providing cap




The utility token of the platform called “HFS” rewards all HFi holders as well as traders. HFS will be listed on Uniswap in March.









Partnership
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CTDSEC is a third-party cyber-security company with more than 3 years’ experience in the crypto industry. CTDSEC will provide security checks as well as a full security audit of both HFi / HFS (DEX) in order to guarantee perfect transparency and trust for our users. CTDSEC cooperates with HFi to provide audits and coding support to any project that wants to be listed in HolderSwap. This provides perfect security for our users and avoids any scam projects or fake tokens from being listed on our DEX.
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DEXTools is a complete trading platform focused on DEX Exchanges like Uniswap. With DEXTools users can see real time market data, develop better trading strategies, follow whales, and see bots and teams selling and much more. DEXTools equips traders with reliable and up-to-date information on transactions and liquidity pools, and provides valuable tools to analyze this information flexibly and in detail.

















Roadmap









Q4 2020

Private Sale


Private Sale is live






January 2021

Audit


HFi and HFS codes will be audited by CTDSEC before the Genesis Mining launch






March 2021

Official HolderSwap Launch


Official listing of open-source projects or audited projects as well as HFi and HFS tokens.

HFS tokens will be listed on Uniswap.

For more information please read our HolderSwap explainer document.






Q2 2021

Genesis Mining


The Genesis Mining is built on the top of HolderSwap* and provides for minting 250 HFi. These HFi tokens are mintable through a staking process detailed in the HFi White Paper






Starts Q1 2022

Staking Mining


Locked HFi staking waves to mint 150 HFi over a year






February 2022

Locked HFi release


Release of the 30 HFi tokens locked in the smart contract to be used for further developments and improvements on the HolderSwap Dex.






Starts Q1 2023

Vault Staking events


Twice Vault events a year during four years to mint 200 HFi



















Contact HFi Team

Any question?






	


Join us on Telegram



	


Join us on Twitter
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Purchase HFI You have a total of {{hfiBalance}} HFI, your maximum amount of HFI available for purchase is {{getMaxValueVUE()/6000}} (Current USDC in your wallet {{usdcBalance}}).







Min



Max




You will receive {{ investAmount/6000 }} HFI spending {{investAmount}} USDC.

Your investment request is too high or not a Number


Buy HFI





Purchase HFI You have a total of {{hfiBalance}} HFI.

 Unfortunately you cannot buy more HFI due to your USDC Balance ({{usdcBalance}} USDC) or total HFI available to be minted.






Purchase HFI In order to buy HFI, please unlock your USDC.


Unlock USDC















Transaction {{transactionResult}}
(Confirmation could takes few minutes to be displayed on the website)






















